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No time for strategic planning
Consumed with day-to-day work, health plan product managers
often don’t have the time or resources to take a step back and look
strategically at relevant available data, analyze it, and compare it to
industry benchmarks, even though this exercise is essential for good
strategic planning to stay competitive. Many voices make up the
narrative about how a portfolio is performing and, more often than
not, that narrative is fraught with emotional claims by hard-pressed
sales staff pounding agents and brokers to meet quotas, and chaotic
queries of databases. In other words, product managers may have
a hunch about which products are performing well, or which ones
should be retired, but they often struggle to understand the complete
picture, and don’t have the time for real strategic planning to optimize
their portfolio year over year.
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Enter Brightside Align
Brightside Align is a product offered by Brightside Solutions used to
analyze and optimize portfolio offerings to make certain a carrier
offers the products, networks, and coverage options the market both
wants and needs. The first part of the process, Assess & Recommend, has
three distinct parts: data collection; data analysis; and insight sharing.
In the fall of 2016, a California headquartered national health plan—now a wholly
owned subsidiary of a Fortune 500 company—enlisted Brightside Solutions to help
them analyze and optimize their product offerings in California. The health plan provides group, individual, Medicare and dual eligible programs and offers products on
multiple state-based exchanges including the highly successful Covered California
marketplace. Like all plans, the company is working to stay abreast of current trends
in the market, and to remain competitive in a rapidly changing health care landscape.

The Brightside approach
Data collection
Brightside Solutions put together a proposed Scope of Work to begin the engagement that was mutually agreed upon by the company and client. Brightside Solutions then began the data collection phase, which included requesting data related,
but not limited, to:
Membership and growth
Sales
Risk selection
Competitive price position
Medical expense ratios
Networks (cost, satisfaction, price, referral rates, provider breakdown)
The data collective phase took several iterations based on the data available and
data quality. The Brightside Team was able to work with data keeping it behind the
health plan’s firewall for security purposes.
Data was collected, scrubbed and then parsed into the Brightside Align analytics
tool, a rationalization tool developed using proprietary algorithms. The tool was
then able to summarize data and show the performance of products relative to
each other in the portfolio.
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Scoring
The tool then scored each benefit plan based on the ranking of products across
three multiple dimensions:
Membership
Revenue
Margin
This scoring methodology weighs which products are performing and which are
candidates for change or sunset, depending on which one of the three growth
targets the plan favors.

Market intelligence gathering
In the next phase, Brightside Solutions also collected data related to “market
intelligence.” The Brightside Team determined which competitor plans were
most like the company’s plans for a price position study to ensure apples
were being compared to apples and then did a quantitative rate comparison. Three additional artifacts were created for the client as part of the
deliverable package:
Comparison grids of all competitor plans
Price position of each competitor
Comparison of networks
This allowed the Brightside Team to share insights about how this plan’s products
are performing relative to similar products in the market.
Finally, the Brightside Team conducted qualitative interviews with health plan
leaders, key industry stakeholders, and brokers/agents to gain insight about how
the market interprets health plan’s priorities and strategies, and to provide independent feedback. The Team used this information to round out the quantitative
analysis performed by the Align tool.
Questions focused on topics including:
Networks
Risk profiles
Market hot spots and trends
Distribution channels
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Analysis
After the data was loaded in the Align tool, the Brightside Team could then perform
their analysis. This included:
Portfolio analysis of the alignment and strategic fit with the health
plan’s business objectives
Operational metrics, including sales rankings and competitive
environment and positioning (see more detail below)
Ranking of products across financial, operational, membership, and
other strategic measures
Insights into any special cases
Assessment of networks
Recommendations about portfolio adjustments, additions, and
product sunsetting

Insight sharing
Once the results were verified, Brightside Solutions conducted an in-person workshop to share the findings, evaluate the implications of these
findings, and facilitate a discussion on potential next steps and/or revisions.
During the workshop, consultants met with senior leaders from the health
plan to share insights related to:
Portfolio analysis by region
Operational metrics, including sales rankings and competitive environment and positioning
Ranking of products across financial, operational, membership, and other
strategic measures
Assessment of networks, including missing marquee providers
Results from interviews with plan leaders and brokers to share themes
about what the plan needs to do to stay competitive
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The Brightside Team provided several artifacts to the health plan leaders they
could share with their colleagues including:
Align Scorecards showing product performance by region
Compare & Compete spreadsheets showing comparisons of
products to competition
Network assessment snapshot
A summary of qualitative interviews

Results
The Brightside Team reviewed the current portfolio of products and identified
those products that will deliver on revenue targets without sacrificing significant
profit margin. The Team identified drivers for growth such as favorable risk selection, improved net margins, reduced network costs, and other product review
attributes. The Brightside Team identified top performing products but also those
that should likely be sunsetted for poor performance.
To learn more about what Brightside Solutions can do your your organization,
please visit www.brightsidesolutions.com.
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